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1 Technical Summary

Abstract

In this report we describe some of the theoretical and practical underpinnings of a joint University of Maryland/Army Research Laboratory Project to develop a scalable architecture for supporting intelligent-agent applications. The main focus of our long term research is threefold:

- to develop the theoretical foundations of intelligent agent systems,
- to concurrently build prototype implementations of such agent based systems, and
- to concurrently develop applications in the area of situation awareness and assessment using the proposed agent architecture and implementation.

A specific outcome of our long term research will be the development of a collaborative agent technology system, CATS, that will provide the underlying software infrastructure needed to build large, heterogeneous, distributed agent applications. CATS will provide a software environment through which multiple intelligent agents may interact with other agents – both human and computational. In addition, CATS will contain a number of intelligent agent components that will be useful for a wide variety of applications.

Introduction

The term Intelligent Agent has been used extensively in recent years to describe a variety of software programs that exhibit certain (unfortunately usually ill-defined) characteristics. Examples of programs that are called agents in the literature include news agents that scan one or more sources of news data and extract articles of interest to a user (based on some profile of the user's interests), stock agents that monitor fluctuations in certain stocks designated by a user and alert him when certain trends (defined by the user) are observed, agents that monitor movie and theatre listings with a view to sending regular updates of interesting events to the user, as well as agents that can send email to other humans or agents and schedule meetings and the like. As another example, in the very near future, individuals will probably be able to configure agents that "get" their bills (phones, utilities, water, newspaper, credit cards) by accessing appropriate authorized agents (of the phone, water, etc. company), and automatically instructing the bank to transfer money to these agents if certain exception conditions do not occur. Different users may program different conditions (e.g. John may say "pay all bills under 25 dollars and email me that they've been paid, but if the bills are over 25 dollars, send the bill to me and pay it only after my approval"; conversely, Lisa may use a very different condition and may want to examine all bills that exhibit a fluctuation of over 20% vis a vis her previous bill).

In the US military, agent technology may be used in situation assessment for monitoring, say, the weather over Bosnia. A pilot may rely on a weather agent as well as a situation
agent to tell him/her about expected weather and enemy deployments in a region. In the case of a pilot, the agents may include detailed information about windspeed, barometric pressure, external temperature and precipitation, and suggested flight paths and fuel levels needed to avoid hostile fire as well as inclement weather patterns. A general using the same agents, on the other hand, may expect detailed analyses of enemy troop movements, and how weather conditions may affect his mission. In both cases, certain changes must be communicated to the user (e.g. the pilot or the general), yet the nature of data communicated will differ. For instance, the general may not be interested in windspeed changes unless these changes mean that he and/or the enemy will not be able to deploy certain resources. On the other hand, the pilot must be informed rapidly of all windspeed changes above a certain threshold.

One aim of our work is to define what it means for an arbitrary software program \( P \) to be considered an intelligent agent. We argue that for a program \( P \) to be considered an agent, it must have some properties. It must have awareness of its own properties (what can I compute? how fast can I compute it? how accurate are these computations? which other agents can I communicate with? etc.). Second, it must have the ability to collaborate with at least some other agents - in other words, it uses a sufficiently rich vocabulary that it can communicate with other agents (e.g. request services, respond to requests, etc.), and negotiate with such agents (e.g. modify its request if the other agent cannot satisfy them). Last, but not least, the agent must be personalizable, i.e. it must come equipped with a very simple, but expressive language, that allows a novice computer user to express complex commands of the form “Monitor property \( p \). If \( p \) changes in a specified way \( ch \), then take action \( a \).” We are developing different types of abstractions that characterize these notions of awareness, collaboration, and personalizability and develop techniques to efficiently represent them and manipulate them computationally.

The agent desktop

The Agent Desktop is the most important part of CATS system. Each Agent Desktop will contain a variety of information about different types of agents, and may be personalized to the needs of one single user. For example, an Army commander, planning a route for a tank column, can have his copy of the Agent Desktop specifically configured for his needs. This configured version would then differ from the personalized versions of the Agent Desktop used by members of other echelons, staffs, forces, etc.

To achieve such functionality, the Agent Desktop manipulates three kinds of abstractions. As shown in Figure 1, each actual software agent will have consist of its underlying implementation (program code), plus instances of each of these three abstractions.

1. **Agent Property Abstraction (APA):** Each agent has certain intrinsic properties. These properties include:

   - the node address where the agent resides,
the method by which the agent can be invoked (e.g. by passing a certain control string to the server at the above location)

- the reliability of the agent,

- other locations where an identical agent resides (in case the preferred location is “down”),

- the format in which the agent expects input, and the format in which it returns output,

- the semantics of the agent’s output (e.g. the units – centimeters vs. inches – in which different output values are returned),

- other agents that have the capability to process this agent’s output.

- information on whether the agent is an active agent (i.e. one that is always “on” and that may activate other agents) as opposed to a passive agent (e.g. one that is usually “off”).

- Information on whether the agent is mobile or not (i.e. can the agent “migrate” to other sites and execute commands, and if so, under what conditions is this feasible).

2. **Agent Collaboration Abstraction (ACA)**: Each agent has certain properties that are relevant to collaboration. For example, we have already noted that agents will communicate with each other. However, the (human) user must to configure the way in which the agents “assimilated” within his desktop interact with others. If he chooses not to do so, we will define default parameters.
For this purpose, we have developed a simple rule-based framework that specifies the conditions under which one agent may invoke another one, together with the formal mechanism used in such an invocation. In its simplest form, a rule of this form may look like:

\[
\text{can\_invoke}(\text{Agent1}, \text{Agent2}, \text{InType}, \text{OutType}) \leftarrow \text{Condition}.
\]

Of course, such rules will be expressed using a graphical user interface (so that a user will not have to be burdened with the responsibility of writing rules). When the Army commanders Desktop includes such a rule, it means that Agent1 may call Agent2 with a string having the format of InType and the output returned by Agent2 will have the format specified in OutType. Thus, for example, a specification of the form

\[
\text{can\_invoke}(\text{RP1}, \text{RP2}, \{\text{x/int, y/int} : 1\text{ mile}\}, \{\text{x/int, y/int} : 0.1\text{ mile}\})
\]

\leftarrow \text{Condition}.

says that when the Condition is satisfied, route planner RP1 may invoke route planner RP2. The parameter \(\text{x/int, y/int} : 1\text{ mile}\) may say that the inputs to RP2 which are provided by RP1 assume that each pixel represents a 1 mile by 1 mile region, while the route provided as output by RP2 must generate a route at a finer granularity of 0.1 mile by 0.1 mile.

3. **Personalized Agent Abstraction (PAA):** It is entirely possible that there are certain tasks that a user performs often. For example, an Army commander planning a troop movement into Bosnia, may want to set up a *personalized agent* that does the following tasks every hour:

(a) It invokes a *weather monitoring agent* to see if there are any major climactic changes expected along the route the the troop movements are planner.

(b) It invokes a *satellite image intelligence* agent to determine if any substantial enemy troop movements have occurred in the region of operations, and if so, it checks to see if any of these opposing forces poses a threat to friendly forces by invoking a *Threat Assessment* agent.

(c) If the threat posed above is substantial, it alerts one or more relevant officers (e.g. the commander, and selected staff) by emailing them or faxing them, an alert. This alert may well include also, a number of alternative courses of action (COAs) proposed by a Planning Agent.

To set up such a personalized agent, the user needs to specify the logical sequences of actions described above. This is done by expressing the above interaction as *rules* of the form:
do(<action>,T) ← Condition.

This rule specifies that the action named action should be executed at all times T when the condition is satisfied. The content of the action itself is specified as a Hierarchical Task Network (HTN). The formal definition of such HTNs is beyond the realm of this short report – see [1] for a detailed discussion of the formalism of this kind of planning system.

Scalable-Backend Support for CATS

To support the needs of CATS and its users, the system must be implemented such that the agent architecture is supported computationally by a memory system capable of supporting the knowledge-based needs of intelligent agents, while still allowing the performance, security, distributed processing and scaling characteristics of current database systems. To date, knowledge-based systems have failed to allow these scaling and other capabilities, while agent systems based on databases have been very limited in their semantic and representational power.

CATS will require support for the reasoning needed by such an intelligent information system, will need to outperform current data-base systems, and will need the scaling and backend capabilities that will allow it to run on a wide variety of platforms – single processor, distributed network, and parallel supercomputers. To achieve this, we are focusing on providing scalable backend capabilities in a form usable by a wide variety of client agents using various emerging standards of agent protocols (KQML, GCCS, JTF Ref Architecture, etc.).

CATS is being supported using knowledge-based, rather than data-based, technology to provide the inferencing capabilities and semantic functions needed by intelligent agent systems. We have been developing both an implementation and underlying computational science of the development of very large knowledge bases. In particular, computationally, the networks represented in such knowledge bases are DAGs, with the links representing paths which are used to inherit information. The search on such an inheritance network can be very computationally intensive but we have proven them to be efficiently parallelizable. In our work, search engines have been implemented for AI knowledge bases [8, 9] and we have also shown that the parallelization techniques developed for these problems can be applied to searches on large information networks such as the world wide web, the military web, message repositories, and the like.

We are exploiting these techniques in a knowledge-representation backend system, known as Parka. Parka is implemented in C and has been run on a large variety of computing platforms ranging from small personal computers to the largest parallel supercomputers. For example, Parka supports case-based planning systems being developed
for the Arpa Rome Laboratories Planning Initiative[4]. In experiments, we have shown that for a knowledge base containing over 2 million assertions, complex queries could be processed with times ranging from about 200 milliseconds for a simple query (about 5 conjuncts and two restrictions) to about 4 seconds for one with 14 variables and 11 restrictions on a single processor Sparc 20. On an IBM SP/2 with 16 processors, times ranged from 29 milliseconds to about .5 seconds for the worst case.

We’ve also tested the system on the knowledge ontology of CYC[3] (about 50,000 frames in our systems) and the ISI Penman dictionary (about 80,000 frames)[7]. On those KBs we seem to be even faster, although we don’t have a good enough test corpus to really test against.

The significant performance increases in the PARKA knowledge representation system, have made heavy use of database concepts in our implementations. We have recently perfected a mechanism by which we can actually implement our inheritance algorithms within a DB - that is, we modify the DB code to add our algorithms, and we build some extra tables that encode the KB relations. In addition, we can directly call remote databases (using SQL or other standard DB languages) for data. We can then do inheritance, recognition, and structure matching directly in the DB system. The two advantages of this is are (i) we no longer need to import a DB into a different format to add KB capabilities, and (ii) we get access control, secondary memory management, security, etc. "for free" (i.e. using the DB). Essentially, this means we are no longer limited to specialized machines, and that the size of the KBs we can manipulate are limited only by the secondary storage capabilities of the system.

To support the needs of CATS, a number of extensions will be needed for the current Parka system. It must be made to work with a more complex (commercial quality) database implementation, a distributed processor version must be realized and tested, and query optimization techniques must be developed to allow the system to perform real-time query processing for the specialized needs of these distributed agent systems.

Conclusions

This report outlines the current status of a large ongoing effort to provide both a formal basis and a scalable platform for the development of large-scale intelligent agent applications. The goal of this report was to describe some of the areas, both theoretical and tool-based, which we feel are critical to the development of such agents. We believe these tools are now in place and ready for development, and this is the focus of our follow-on work now being supported by the Army Research Laboratory.
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